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To: Jennifer Kinneman, Acting CAO – Fraser Valley Regional District 
 
From: Kurt Houlden (KDHMC) & Sandy Webster (CIC)– “The Consultants” 
 
 
Subject: Fraser Valley Regional District Electoral Area E Official Community Plan (OCP) Amendment   
(FVRD Bylaw No. 1115, 2011) 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Fraser Valley Regional District (FVRD) make amendments to the Electoral Area E Official 
Community Plan (OCP) Amendment (FVRD Bylaw No. 1115, 2011) as outlined in the Conclusions section 
of this report and as per the FVRD procedures to amend such bylaws. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The referenced bylaw received final adoption on August 13, 2013 and 3 minor amendments since then.  
Subsequent to the adoption of the bylaw, the Aquadel rezoning application was being considered. 
During that rezoning process, a few concerns were expressed by the public about land use allowed 
under the OCP. The primary focus of this OCP review process was to address outstanding land use 
concerns within Area H boundaries previously raised by the South Cultus Lake Community Group 
(SCLCG).  This was last considered formally by the FVRD in 2014 as per a staff memo to the Electoral 
Area Services Committee (EASC), however, the OCP amendment process was not set into motion at that 
time (see Attachment 1). 
 
 
The focus and scope of this limited OCP review was as follows: 
 

 Consideration, review and potential inclusion of issues as identified and summarized in the 
memorandum Amendment to the Cultus Lake South Neighbourhood Plan Policies in the Official 
Community Plan for Electoral Area E Bylaw No. 1115, 2011 dated August 29, 2014, that went to 
EASC and Board in September 2014; 

 Consideration, review and potential inclusion of changes to the Cultus Lake South 
Neighbourhood Plan policies and related content; and/or 

 Consideration, review and potential inclusion of other OCP issues identified in the consultation 
process that are in the public interest. 

 
 
At the time of adoption, this OCP covered a singular Electoral Area. Since that time, the region has been 
split into Electoral Areas E & H. Area H land use is still governed within the current Area E OCP (although 
Area H is not referenced). To be clear, the scope of this work does not include creation of a new and 
separate OCP for Area H as contemplated in the staff memo of May 12, 2015 to the EASC. While that 
work is much more extensive and outside the scope of this OCP review, the Consultants suggest interim 
text amendments that would help to inform the public of this temporary anomaly. 
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The FVRD engaged Kurt Houlden, Principal of KDH Management Consultants and Sandy Webster, 
President of Capital Infrastructure Communications to supplement staff resources and lead this 
narrowly focused OCP review and public engagement process and to make recommendations regarding 
OCP amendments.  The Consultants have worked collaboratively with the Area H Director and staff to 
develop a public engagement plan and limited OCP review process (see Attachment 2). The plan has 
remained somewhat fluid in order to adapt to FVRD resource limitations and process and to ensure 
appropriate and timely public engagement.   
 
DISCUSSION  
 
The workplan summary for the Consultants is captured below.  Stage 1 was completed in consultation 
with the Area H Director and staff in March and April. The schedule was accelerated in order to improve 
the timing of stakeholder consultations and facilitate a public information meeting before summer. 
 
Stage 2 was delivered in May & June and included a robust consultation process, despite the limited 
scope of amendments being considered.  We met with 8 stakeholder groups via 5 face to face meetings 
and consulted with 5 other stakeholder groups through correspondence and telephone.  That stage 
culminated with a Public Information Meeting (Open House) in Columbia Valley on June 8, 2019.  The 
Consultants facilitated the Open House and they were joined by the Area H Director and 1 member of 
staff.  A total of 24 members of the public attended the Open House. The basic information shared in all 
cases was consistent with the display boards presented at the Open House (See Attachment 3). 
 
In general, no concerns have been expressed by stakeholders or the general public during this 
consultation process.  A couple of minor text and map suggestions have been included in the 
recommendations within the Conclusions section below. A few other issues were raised during this 
public engagement process. These matters were relevant to FVRD jurisdiction, but not to this OCP 
review. Those issues have been referred to FVRD staff – as will any other similar matters that come to 
the Consultants before or during the Public Hearing process. 
 
 

Workplan Summary (2019) 
 

 

Mar/Apr
• Stage 1: Technical Analysis and Development 

May/June
• Stage 2: Public and Stakeholder Consultations 

June

• Stage 3: Continued Consultations, Technical Outcome Analysis 
and Interim Reporting

June-Sept
• Stage 4: Bylaw Amendment, Readings and Adoption
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This report to staff summarizes our technical outcome and analysis and represents the transition into 
the final stage and FVRD’s formal Bylaw Amendment process. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Based upon all the information provided to the Consultants by the FVRD and upon feedback through 
public and stakeholder engagement, the Consultants make the following recommendations regarding 
amendments to the Electoral Area E Official Community Plan (FVRD Bylaw No. 1115, 2011).  After each 
recommendation is a brief rationale for the recommended amendment. 
 
Please note that italics, quotation marks, highlights and/or text colour may be added for ease of 
reference within this report, but they are intended to be formatted appropriately in the amended OCP 
(e.g. each recommendation is in bold text).  Likewise, maps and/or schedules used for reference in this 
report will need to be corrected in their original format (by staff) and incorporated into the amended 
OCP.  Titles below are also used for ease of reference for the reader and are not intended to be 
incorporated into the amended OCP. 
 
 
Recommendation 1: 
 
That the Electoral Area E Official Community Plan be renamed Official Community Plan for Areas E & H. 
 
Rationale: 
 
In principle, is a relatively minor text amendment that has no legislative or land use implications. It was 
clear from the onset of this project that an OCP title change provides better communication to the 
public. Since there is future consideration to develop separate OCP’s, it would be prudent to consider 
less change throughout the document until that time. 
 
Special Note: It is the Consultant’s opinion that text changes to better inform the public in the interim, 
include: OCP title, OCP page headers, an appropriate paragraph in Section 1.0 (Plan Purpose & Structure) 
to clarify the recent creation of 2 separate Electoral Areas, and complementary language changes to 
Section 1.3 (Plan Area Location and Boundaries) to reflect the same. 
 
 
Recommendation 2: 
 
Revise the text in Section 7.8.5 to read “Resort developments shall provide community water systems, 
including fire hydrants, with sufficient water flow for fire suppression.” 
 
Rationale: 
 
This is a relatively minor text amendment that has no legislative or land use implications. The word shall 
is replacing the word should in section 7.8.5 to be consistent with the text in Section 7.7.3. 
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Recommendation 3: 
 
Amend Section 5.9.10 (f) in the Subdivision and Density Policies of the OCP with additional text 
highlighted below. 
 
“For the purpose of computing the number of sites, strata lots or dwelling units permitted, the term 
useable land shall include all of the lot area which can be used for camping, holiday homes, resort 
residential uses and associated activities; it shall exclude the site for a residence of the owner, manager 
or employee, land with a slope greater than 25%, land lacking adequate natural drainage of surface 
water, sensitive habitat, and fish habitat as defined under the Provincial Riparian Area Regulation and 
other provincial regulation in effect at the time of application, and lakes, ponds, and watercourses.” 
 
 
Rationale: 
 
This is a relatively minor text amendment that has no legislative or land use implications. The staff have 
generally interpreted the policy in this manner, however this text change provides more assurance to 
the public and consistent interpretation of this section of the policy. 
 
 
Recommendation 4: 
 
Amend text in order to remove the potential for multi-family zoning from the Cultus Lake South 
Neighbourhood Plan (Section 7.1.1.3) as noted in the italics in sub-section (a) below: 
 
“The following uses are supported in a Resort Residential area: 
a. Resort residential use; excludes multi-family resort residential uses such as attached ground-
oriented single-family dwellings, apartment buildings and vertically stacked townhomes; 
b. Conservation use; 
c. Park and park reserve; 
d. Golf course; and, 
e. Recreation use.” 
 
Rationale: 
 
This amendment process seeks to address community concerns previously raised in the south 
Cultus Lake area about multi-family zoning. Condominiums and stacked townhomes are currently 
excluded from this Neighbourhood Plan area. Aquadel Crossing (and neighbouring properties) have 
had rezoning approval for single family (resort residential) zoning only. This change to the OCP in 
the south Cultus Lake area is in keeping with stated community values and those relatively recent 
zoning approvals.  This amendment in italics as proposed above would not affect other potential 
multi-family land use within Area H (or E) of the OCP – only within the Cultus Lake South 
Neighbourhood Plan. 
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Recommendation 5: 
 
Remove 7.1.3.7 entirely from the policy section of the Cultus Lake South Neighbourhood Plan. 
 
“Existing Commercial Land 
 
7.1.3.7 Notwithstanding any other policy of this official community plan, the existing 
commercial site at 1725 Lindell Avenue may be rezoned to facilitate development of 
up to twelve (12) ground-oriented multi-family resort residential units provided they 
are serviced by community water and community sewer systems.” 
 
Rationale: 
 
This single property in Lindell Beach is zoned Commercial. The OCP amendment does not remove 
the legal authority to develop/redevelop this one property under the current zoning.  There is also 
“accessory retail commercial” use allowed and available within Campground-Holiday Park zones. 
The proposed changes are consistent with Recommendation 4 above and more consistent with 
current potential land use within the South Cultus Lake Neighbourhood Plan.  Further, the proposed 
amendment does not discourage, require or inhibit potential for future commercial land use in this 
area as articulated in Policies 7.1.3.1 through 7.1.3.6. 
 
 
Recommendation 6: 
 
That Schedules 10B and 10C to the OCP be amended as follows: 

 Move the Local Commercial location on Schedule 10B (Cultus Lake South Neighbourhood 
Plan – Land Use Concept Map) from its current location to the location of the existing 
commercial land (consistent with Recommendation 5 above); 

 Remove the Community Park location from the Aquadel Crossings development on 
Schedule 10B and Schedule 10C (Cultus Lake South Neighbourhood Plan - Trail Concept 
Map); and 

 Re-align or remove the Proposed Trail Location (route unknown) that appears to go 
through the Aquadel Crossing development on Schedule 10C. 

 
Rationale: 
 
These minor changes to these 2 Schedules are consistent with other recommendations provided in 
this report and represent more accurately the current land use or future potential and reflect 
community feedback received during the public engagement phase.  These changes do not affect 
current zoning and land use nor inhibit future potential. 
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Finally, the Consultants reviewed the Form & Character Development Permit policies within the 
OCP as a result of concerns expressed by stakeholders as identified in the August 2014 staff memo 
(Attachment 1). Alternative methods were suggested by stakeholders at that time which were 
based upon the implementation of Registered Building Schemes. It is the Consultants’ opinion that 
the FVRD’s current policies are, in fact, sound and the best method available to ensure that what is 
developed is consistent with Form & Character as presented to the public at time of rezoning. Those 
stakeholders who raised the issue have been informed and they have expressed no concerns with 
the status quo. 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by: 
 
 
 
 
Kurt Houlden      Sandy Webster 
Principal      President 
KDH Management Consultants    Canada Infrastructure Communication 










































